read a little time ago. She was surprised that Gurau had not yet mentioned it to her. Was she to suppose that this oil business of his blinded him to the affairs of Europe ?
" But," she asked, " aren't you afraid that, with all these things happening in the East, your raising the question about oil may pass unnoticed ? "
He reflected a moment before he answered. He found in Germaine's remark that common sense which was usual in her. He realised that, curiously enough, while as a private individual he appreciated all the gravity of the events to which she referred, as a politician he was careful not to exaggerate their importance.
" No," he said at length.    " I don't think so."
ee Why ? Because the situation is not really as serious as it looks ? "
" No, I don't think that either."
" I mean, not so serious for us French ? "
*e Yes, it is, very serious for us."
" Really serious ? "
" As serious as it possibly could be."
He took another sip of brandy. He beamed at the smooth reflections on the furniture. He felt full of good humour and clearness of mind. Nowhere could he be better off to estimate the situation than he was here. Events presented themselves to him in the plain light of distance and with a kind of historical obviousness about them. He imagined himself in the eighteenth century, in a bright inn, chatting with philosophical friends and pretty women about the troubles of the time and its approaching dangers.
He repeated :
*e As serious as it possibly could be. It is not at all impossible, in spite of the smooth look of things, that within three weeks there may be a European war, with France involved. ..."
"But why? . . ,"
" I do not say that it is very probable, but that it is not at all impossible. Why ? Because there has been created in Europe, to everybody's knowledge and at the same time
lo

